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New Luxury Leisurewear collection by Zegna. Image courtesy of Ermenegildo Zegna

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Italian menswear brand Ermenegildo Zegna has unveiled its latest fashion line hoping to launch a new wearable
category of clothing, "Luxury Leisurewear."

The collection represents a shift in the way consumers approach style and sophistication, as the brand aims to
weave a new versatile wardrobe into its DNA. Zegna has reimagined the classics to reflect the cultural zeitgeist
where consumers lounge, live and work all in one place and prioritize personal comfort.

Luxury Leisurewear
Adjusting to a new reality that acknowledges the importance of wardrobe adaptability and ease, "Luxury
Leisurewear" is designed for how consumers live now.

The collection includes multifunctional garments that extend beyond traditional formality while retaining the
brand's textile and craftsmanship standards.

As  consumers  shift priorities , fashion brands  are s tarting to mirror these changes . Image courtesy of Ermenegildo Zegna
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Highlights from the latest SS21 collection include water repellent field jackets, next generation cargo pants and
hooded anoraks made for modern living. Utilitarian pockets, zippers and hoods bring functionality to multifaceted
outfits that defy categorization and adapt to dynamic locations and weather conditions.

These hybrid designs were specifically engineered to be easy to wear and easy to pack.

To celebrate Zegna's heightened focus on "Luxury Leisurewear," the collection became a centerpiece of the
recently launched SS21 #WhatMakesAMan campaign featuring model, singer and songwriter Gabriel-Kane Day-
Lewis photographed in Oasi Zegna wearing everyday ensembles in fluid silhouettes and earthy colors that reflected
the landscape of the nature reserve.

The campaign invited consumers to be a part of a cultural conversation, examining masculinity with a wide scope,
illustrating how the entity is uniquely experienced and how it overlaps with fashion (see story).
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